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 3)	Editor—is he capable and experienced, and has he ically edited the book
nimself or merely allowed the use of his name?
 4)	General appeaiance of the book—is it cheap and indicative of hasty work,
or are paper, typography and illustrations of good quality?
 5)	Preface—read publisher's or editor's own statement and  tiy  to  check his
claims by his accomplishment    Notice paiticulaily detail and defimtoness  in  the
preface   In the case of a thoroughly good woik, the preface is gencuilly definite in
its statements, a too geneial preface may camouflage pooi  woik
 6)	Has the book a definite plan, followed consistently ihioughout and showing
editorial supervision, or are the various aitides uneven in plan and execution?
 7)	Has the work a bias or purpose that need be taken into account—is it for a
special class of reader, or issued under the auspices of a pattictilar i elisions or
political organization?
 8)	If based upon some other woik, or upon an eaihei edition of the same work,
what is its relation to that work or edition—has it been revised adequately and the
entire work reset, or have old plates been altered slightly and used as new?
9)	Authority for Information—are the articles by specialists and signed?
Are they full and adequate or too buef?
Dated information—are dates always given foi figures which change frequently
and are therefore meaningless or misleading without dates, such as population
figures, bank statistics, election figuies, crop reports, wages, etc ?
10)	Illustrations, plates, diagrams, maps, etc
Are these of good quality, is their scale, date, source, or atithonty indicated, and
do they really add to the article which they accompany, 01 are they meiely used to
add to the general attractiveness of the book?
11)	Bibliographies—are these always given, are all titles dated and aic books of
recent date included?    Do entries in the bibhogiaphies follow accepted rules of
catalog entry?
Are lists arranged so as to be easily usable?
Are books in foreign languages included?
12)	Arrangement of the encyclopedia*
Is it clear, simple, easily used?
Do headings stand out well and aie they cleatly indicated by i tinning title on
each page?
Are there enough cross references?  Are these accurate?
Are the cross references given m their alphabetical place in the body of the
work, or included in a supplement or index?
If the work Is arranged by laige subjects, 01 not alphabetically, is thetc an
alphabetical index of small subjects ? If arranged alphabetically, is the alphabetizing
(1) "letter by letter" or (2) "word by word"? For example in "letter by letter"
alphabetizing Newfoundland comes befoie New Zealand, m "woid by word" New
Zealand comes before Newfoundland
If abbreviations or arbitiary signs are used for any purpose, is theie an explana-
tion of these?
Supplementary lists, errata, etc—are these inserted m such a way that they will
be evident, or are they likely to be overlooked?
13) Special features, e. g, indication of pronunciation, loose-leaf feature, etc

